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Opening up 2 ChrOniCles

Overview
David has gone. The kingdom hasn’t. Now we’re invited 
on a roller-coaster ride tracing the ups and downs of this 
kingdom and its people for over four centuries. The first 
book of Chronicles undoubtedly focused on David, but 
there is life after David. In fact, David’s reign is largely 
seen as one of preparation for Solomon’s. Finally, the 
temple is to be built as a peaceful kingdom flourishes. 
But no sooner has Solomon ‘excelled all the kings 
of the earth in riches and in wisdom’ (9:22) than he is 
handing over the kingdom to a singularly unwise son. 
The kingdom of Israel splits in two, and Solomon’s son 
is left with only a sixth of the kingdom to hand on to his 
successor. The next 350 years chart a decline in what is 
now the kingdom of Judah. The line on the graph shows 
a few promising upturns under the reign of a handful 
of kings, but it all too quickly resumes its downward 
course. Before we know it, Judah is swallowed up by the 
kingdom of Babylon, which in turn falls to the kingdom 
of Persia. But even these kingdoms are fulfilling the 
Word of the Lord. His warnings were no idle threats, 
but, equally, his promises won’t fail. Israel is down but 
not out. The Lord will remember his covenant—even 
though his people often don’t.
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Opening up 2 ChrOniCles

An outline of 1 & 2 Chronicles
Endless genealogies! (1 Chr. 1–9)

Endless kingdom! (1 Chr. 10–2 Chr. 36)

The kingdom of David

–Preparing for the temple (1 Chr. 11–29)

The kingdom of Solomon

–Building the temple (2 Chr. 1–9)

The kingdom of Judah

–Neglecting or valuing the temple (2 Chr. 10–35) 

The kingdoms of Babylon & Persia

–Burning and rebuilding the temple (2 Chr. 36)
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